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E. L. Feĭnberg, Sov. Phys. Uspekhi, 1979, 22 (6)
Solution in frame of QED

The greatest interest held the first addenda in braces of 
the second line in (13a) with its fundamentally  important 
factor                                          .    For        this 
addenda disappears. This means that during the motion 
along the new direction the electron has not its own field.
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Two interpretations of the shadow effect
• 1.  Naked or half-naked electron
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The same for transition radiation geometry:

The field of electron reflects from the screen (BTR).

The electron transit from instable naked state to the stable 
state with electromagnetic field. This process follows by FTR.



Second interpretation 
in our geometry:

E. L. Feĭnberg some lines lower:

It is useful the another reading of this addenda, - the first 
addenda in braces in (13a). We may say that on the electron 
field with the spectrum                   superposes the radiation 
field with exactly the same spectrum and with the opposite 
phase (minus in parentheses), so that for                    they 
annihilate each other.
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2. Interference between the FTR from the       
target and the field of electron

interference
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The electron field induces a current on the screen, which emits a  
BTR and FTR.

FTR is emitted with the faze opposite  to the faze of the electron  
field. 



B. M. BolotovskiI. Preprints of Lebedev Institute of Physics, Russian 
Academy of Sciences,Vol 140 (1982),  p. 95

Let us a charged particle moves over the screen parallel 
to the axis z with a velocity v. Position 1 in Fig. 6 shows 
the field of charged particle. It attacks the semi-surface 
and induces a current on it, which becomes a source of 
the diffraction radiation.

This results the peculiar feature of the radiation
field. Radiation field is such one, that close to the screen 
it kills the part of particle field, which attacks the screen.



Is there any difference between 
these two interpretations?

(A.P. Kazantsev, G.I. Surdutovich, Sov. Phys. Dokl. 7 (1963) 990.)
Diffraction radiation field from ideally conductive semi-surface:

Target
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No surface current → no FDR ⇒

⇒ interpretation 1
Surface current exists →

→ FDR ⇒ interpretation   2
i.e. these two interpretations 
are physically not identity

The proper interpretation may be choused by checking of a 
surface current on the downstream target surface.



Experiment
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To compare a surface 
current on the 
upstream and 

downstream surfaces 
of the target
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Radiator λ≈8mmRadiator λ≈8mm

Sensor

Oscillograms
(by hand) 

Stand test of the target

Estimated sensitivity (lower limit) ≈50 mV/(mA/cm)
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Measurements
Diffraction radiation as a function on impact-parameter

Faraday cup reading as a 
function on impact-parameter
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Background Background

Experimental run surface current dependences on the impact parameter
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After the background subtraction

Maximal current density was 0.15 mA/cm (lower limit)
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No surface current on the 
downstream surface is induced by 

an electron field. Therefore no 
diffraction or transition radiation 
may be emitted from this surface.

e-Sensor




